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Summary
Open-minded, persevering and easily adaptable. Analytical and synthetic skills. Team player. Interested by problematics
linked to high-end technologies, efficiency improvement and environmental technologies. And careful to include Ethics in
my day to day work.

Professional Experiences
Current
situation

Business Analyst at Amadeus, (since Jan 2015), Sophia Antipolis, France.
{ Requirement analysis, solution design, coding follow-up, solution testing and bug tracking for Hotel application.
{ Data model analysis and solution design for a "from scratch" loyalty system.

2014 Test Engineer at UTC, (6 months), BUC, France.
{ Certification tests for KC390 aircraft actuators: mechanical and climatical testing of hydraulic and electro-hydraulic

actuators.
2013 Fluid mechanics Engineer at Clemessy, (6 months), Mulhouse, France.

Conception and manufacture follow-up for the fluidics parts of R&D test benches :
{ Subcontractors management and project follow-up for a project of 25 tests benches.
{ Benches set up, handbook redaction and technical support and training for hydraulics parts of the benches.
{ Mechanics and hydraulics studies and tests for design and certifications of the benches.

2012 Aeroacoustic researcher assistant at Snecma, (6 months), Villaroche, France.
Study of acoustic radiation generated by contra-rotating propeller doublet.
{ aerodynamics and acoustics simulations (URANS chorochronique) for the CROR motor project.
{ Mesh method and informatics’ post treatment tools improvement.

2011 Production assistant at Gonvarri, (3 months), O’Carbalino, Spain.
Monitoring and optimization of the wind turbine towers assembly process chain, using lean manufacturing methodol-
ogy.

2011 Final year project, (6 months), Fortaleza, Brazil.
Performances prediction, design and manufacturing of three Wind turbine blades.

Parallel
Experiences

Operational experiences.
{ Machining trainer specialised on COUMAT methodology (optimisation of machining parameters) (2014).
{ Field electrician on the construction for a luxury hotel in Brazil (2013).
{ Support teacher in mathematics for high school students with Completude organization (2009-2010).
{ Assembly of the oxygen tubes for the emergency system on Airbus’s A-330/A-340 assembly line in Toulouse(2008).

Education
2012 Master in fluid mechanics and numerical simulation, jointly accredited by "ENSAM Paritech"

laboratory Dynfluid and the University UPMC (http://sin-web.paris.ensam.fr/), Graduated in November
2012.
Numerical Method, Aerodynamic, Aeroacoustic, Aeroelasticity, instabilities and uncertainties.

2008-2011 Master of Engineering (M.Eng.), Industrial Engineering school (www.ensam.eu/en), One year exchange
program at the Federal University of Ceara (UFC) in Fortaleza, Brazil, Graduated in October 2011.

Skills
IT

CAO Catia, Solidwork, Rhinoceros, FreeCAD, OpenSCAD.
CFD Codes elsA et Kim, ANSYS (ICEM, Fluent et CFX), Gambit, Ensight.
Other Microsoft office, OS Windows et Linux, LaTeX, Matlab, Python, django, Arduino, Mecaflux Suite.

Languages
English : Fluent (TOEIC: 920/990) French : Native speaker
Portuguese : Fluent (18 months in Brazil) Spanish: Moderate
German : Basics
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Hobbies
Activities Sports(Kite surf, swiming, basket, climbing,...), art and technical devices making (hydrogen reactor, animated

LED cube, cocktail pump,...)
Travel Lived in Thailand for 3 years (2001 to 2004), 1 year in Brazil (2010-2011), 6 weeks in Argentina, various

countries for short travels.
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